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 Magnetic, good-humored, and full of wish in the sustaining power of the Spirit, this is a must-
read for anyone facing the flux and stream of middle age. Yet she illuminates the confidence
and grace that season of life can also provide. plumbs the physical, spiritual, and emotional
adjustments unique to the middle years: from the emptying nest to the physical effects of aging.
Grant acknowledges the complexities and reduction inherent in midlife and tells tales of
sustaining disappointment, acquiring hard blows to the ego, undergoing an emergency of
faith, and grieving the deaths not only of illusions but of family members. When Did EVERYONE
ELSE Get So Old?From writer and veteran columnist Jennifer Grant comes an unflinching and
spirited look at the transitions of midlife.
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We realized their lives have been around in God's hands most along." provides a reality look
for many parents with children. I informed him that I was therefore engrossed in the book's
beautifully-crafted, poignant, and inspiring stories, that I didn't feel the turbulence! Grant writes
with great honesty, humor, and depth as she shares both the warts and joys of her midlife
journey. Yes, what we can do is to benefit from the fruits of our labor, "knowing them to be gifts
from God." Her writing truly is one of those gifts. A spiritual companion – I opened up this book
looking to experience a fun light-hearted read on the subject of the middle ages of lifestyle.
What I found within its web pages was indeed extremely hilarious as some stories unfolded, but
I also discovered a lot more spiritual depth and honesty than I ever imagined. It experienced
like I had been granted permission for a mini spiritual retreat, providing a time of reflection,
thought-provoking queries, and all woven together with the heights and depths of human
emotions I experienced experienced myself.. Treat yourself to this beautiful book. Worth a
second and a third go through... Such a thoughtful, beautifully written book. Looking towards
giving this to many of my (middle-aged) friends next holiday season. The writing sparkles with
energy and honesty. great support for entering midlife Need a little support for your forties or
for midlife generally? This book is delightfully funny and heartfelt This book is delightfully funny
and heartfelt, peppered with sorrow and life lessons. LOVED this publication! Poignant and true
A beautifully woven tale of growth, loss, fear, discharge, and love. I took it on a walk with me as
I neared the last chapters.We orchestrated so many areas of their lives. Five Stars Very good
book . I cannot believe that I in shape the demographic of this book, When Did Everyone Else
Get So Aged?. enjoyed it .." (p. offers many encouraging reminders that you will have many
adjustments, but everything will actually be okay. However, the latter portion of the book didn't
inspire. Many truths and midlife stomach laughs So many truths, passages highlighted, pages
dogeared, and midlife belly laughs. It's not about growing older. Also examine Jen Grant's
'Love You More'--also exceptional. I loved the writer’s personal stories just as much as her
references to others who have walked this spiritual path. It's about obtaining wiser. Willa Cather
titled one of her books Not Under Forty, indicating that life before that age has a different
personality than lifestyle afterward. Jennifer Grant has illustrated the same thesis as she writes a
hybrid memoir full of references to other authors and cultural events and in addition deeply
personal tales about her self-doubts, her husband, four kids, Christian faith, and the foibles of
growing older. I received a complimentary duplicate of this publication from Handlebar
Publishing and was under no obligation to create a review. This book reads more like a diary
when compared to a self-help publication, and that makes it enjoyable to read. Both writers
combine research and reflection on personal experience so the reader, specifically the reader
over forty, can be inspired to existence a better, more kind and faithful, existence. these are
serious conditions that aren't an easy task to face and accept When Did EVERYONE ELSE Get
So Old?. Once we enter the midlife years, it can help to check out the not-so-amazing parts
with a feeling of humor. Jennifer Grant certainly does this as she shares personal stories that
seem therefore familiar." And so it is, for each of us to feed this time known as middle age. When
Did EVERYONE ELSE Get So Old? I could determine so well I needed to share it with all my
close friends.  The reserve feels like spending time with an understanding friend who provides
been there, and offers reassurance that points aren't all that bad. I recommend scanning this
publication as a companion piece to Barbara Bradley Hagardy's Life Reimagined. The author
is really posting a memoir of sorts--the great and the bad. The bottom line is that all of life is a
gift from God. Any woman facing the empty nest, the effects of aging, and the lifestyle changes
of midlife will find something in Jennifer Grant's story that will make sure they are feel



understood. A Relatable Read.. (which I received for free of charge in exchange for my honest
review), but as a forty something woman, I do. I discover myself at the idea in life where I
cannot rise from a sitting down position without a groan of work. Those years have a lot in
common. I also confess to calling out "those clueless kids of today." That said, I was looking
towards reading this book, as it seemed to offer a existence perspective that I would identify
with. A quote in the beginning of the publication stands out to me, from the publication of
Ecclesiastes, - "To everything there is a time of year. Jennifer Grant writes in a personable
design. She writes about the center age years being ones of transition, switch. I felt as if I was
sitting with the author, having a conversation over a espresso. As our children are shifting into
a more mature area of life, so are we. There are a few more aches and pains. We vacillate
between looking back at our memories, and looking forward to the near future. I wasn't
disappointed." The author gives many personal examples about this stage. There are hormones,
happiness, sadness, tension, and most of most, transformation. Jennifer Grant's your girl. It was
not only about growing "old" so much since it was better understanding the reason God has
for every woman, despite her age.. they most certainly are not, and how she appears back on
these things today.Overall, she writes about existence, and rediscovering where life is certainly
going, with renewed faith and the experience that waits for us all. Though the book is
humorous, they are serious conditions that aren't easy to face and accept. Midlife Reality
Check Columnist Jennifer Grant tackles the good and the bad of middle age group. She looks
at her own lifestyle and the adjustments occurring offering the reader an emotional and
sometimes humorus glimpse at the center years of adulthood. "When Did Everybody Else Get So
Old? Afterwards my husband asked me why I wasn't affected by the plane's turbulence like I
am. Grant writes, "When my children were very young.. Although my entire life is wrapped in
various packaging externally, hearing the tone of voice of another echoing my very own was a
connection that was both inspiring and deeply comforting. I read it on foot, so unfortunate
was I to end this walk with a pal. The author writes eloquently about how exactly she reached
a certain point in her life when she feels that she should have more achieved, which things
should be moving in a smooth and certain direction however .A Mid-life Gift I took this
publication with me about a recently available airplane trip, and I simply couldn't put it
straight down... and so true Five Stars Looks interesting haven’t been able to really enter book
yet Actually liked this book initially Really liked this book initially;99). A lovely recollection of
remembrances and maybe some not sweet. But in the finish it comes back to King Solomon's
phrases "there is a time.: Indignities, Compromises, and the Unforeseen Grace of Midlife by
Jennifer Grant is certainly a lighthearted appearance at middle age.. "Opt for the flow" is
certainly a mantra that anyone entering midlife should remember. Recommend this reserve (and
a container of tissues) for ladies going through midlife. The composing sparkles with energy
and honesty, and frequently it will make you smile as well as laugh out loud.
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